
What is a 360° photo? 

A 360° image is basically a spherical panorama image with the added element of interactivity (that 

can exist only in the online world). Also referred to as VR (Virtual Reality) photography, virtual 

tour photography and spherical photography, this technique can capture a location from multiple 

angles (and not just a single perspective). Using specialized equipment you can create a virtual tour 

of literally any scene – be it a bird’s eye view from a skyscraper, an erupting volcano, or turtles 

sunbathing in the Galapagos. The purpose of 360° photography is to give the viewer a “behind the 

scenes” experience as if they were present in the very center of the action. 

Wish they were here? Now they can be! Thanks to 360° photos, your viewers can explore a scene in 

so many ways: they can rotate the scene in all directions (to the sides and upwards-downwards), 

enter and exit rooms, zoom in and out, read texts, watch videos, and even click links. 

 

What’s in it for you 

 

With the arrival of specialized 360° cameras and apps, as well as the option to easily share them on 

Facebook, 360° photos became widely used in various fields. Here are just a few places, where 

having 360° skills would be extremely valuable:  

 

 Wedding/event photography – an original service to offer your clients.  

 Interior photography – interior designers, hotels, real estate agents, and basically any 

business in the tourist industry.  

 eCommerce – product overviews, as well as “behind the scenes” store interiors.  

 Social media – many brands experiment (and succeed) with creative 360° photography to 

engage with their online audience.  

 Nature and Landscape photography – if the mountain doesn’t come to Muhammad, he can 

experience it with a virtual tour. 

 

First – gear 

 

A 360° image consists of several images that are joined together using a special image stitching 

software. There are a few ways to capture those images for stitching, each technique has its pro’s 

and con’s: 

 



01. A DSLR with a fisheye or wide-angle lens and a panoramic head. Pro: best way to go for high-

quality results. Con: requires buying specific gear plus a lot of post processing.  

02. A 360° camera (such as Ricoh Theta S and Samsung Gear 360). Pro: almost no processing 

required, just point and shoot. Con: again, requires buying a ~ $400 camera.  

03. Your smartphone, with a built-in app or a downloadable one (like Google Street View). Pro: as 

simple as it gets, no skills or software required. Con: not as high quality as in the two previous 

options, plus the need to rotate the phone manually in one spot makes image stitching harder.  

The main difference between these options is that the last two do not require specific experience or 

post-processing skills – the image stitching is performed automatically by the embedded software – 

for better, or for worse. If you are just experimenting with 360° photography for fun, then it doesn’t 

really matter what choice you make. However, if you’re a professional photographer, hired 

especially for creating a 360° photo for a client, then it would make lens (sorry, sense) to take the 

road less traveled and use a DSLR. 

On the other hand, if you’re a wedding photographer looking to add new exciting services to your 

packages, the option of acquiring a 360° camera sounds more appealing. Point, shoot, repeat and 

you’ve got yourself an original outcome that is sure to wow your clients. 

 

The process and the post 

 

If you take the more intriguing path of using a DSLR, the amount of photos you take and their 

overlapping areas are under your responsibility. With a fisheye or wide-angle lense (and the 

panoramic head to avoid showing your tripod) you’ll need to shoot at least eight images for a decent 

outcome. Make sure each image overlaps with the next one in line. 

You can think of the landscape in the form of an unfolded cardboard box – unlike a traditional 

panoramic image, it has both right and left sides, as well as an upward and a downward point of 

view. 

 

 

 

 

Some post processing measures need to be taken before stitching the photos. These include 

vignetting, luminosity, color balance and removing the tripod. When the photos are ready to be 

combined with each other, you can merge them into a spherical image – this is where the 360° 

panorama stitching software comes in. The most widely used are, PTGui and Hugin (the latter being 

https://theta360.com/en/about/theta/s.html
https://www.samsung.com/global/galaxy/gear-360/
https://www.panoramic-photo-guide.com/virtual-tour-360-photography/edits-virtual-tour.html


free and available in more languages than English). The main challenge these programs come to 

solve is parallax errors, which are very common in stitched panoramas.  

Take viewers on a tour 

 

Several 360° images can be combined together to create a virtual tour. What does that mean? For 

example, if you work for a real estate agent, creating a tour of a property: after preparing panoramas 

of each room separately, you combine them together to create a tour. This means that the viewer can 

move from one room (i.e. spherical image) to another. This step requires another type of software: 

many are available today, like Easypano or Pano2VR, to name just a few. 

This step is also where you’ll be able to add various interactive elements to enhance the experience. 

We’re talking: hotspots, sounds, video – anything that would take the users one step further into 

believing they are actually exploring the surrounding in real life. 

 

How to wow  

 

Not all that glitters is gold, and not all 360° photos are perfect. Now that the technicalities are over, 

let’s see what it takes to create an image that will truly capture your viewers’ attention. Your main 

focus should be putting the viewer in the very center of the action. When you capture the images, try 

to think what would grab their attention from every angle. You are the tour guide! Give them the full 

experience of being present at the location. 

Think of interactive elements that can encourage your viewers to explore every single corner (does a 

sphere have corners?) of the panoramic image. Instead of “behind the scenes”, think “inside the 

scene itself”. You can create a story, challenge viewers to find a hidden element, add sounds, or go 

wild and place an image of a unicorn! The options are endless. This is where it finally pays off to be 

creative 😉  

 

 

Sharing is caring 

Let’s be honest: be it a 360° or a 183° image – if it’s not shared online, it doesn’t really exist. If you 

put the effort into creating it, make sure to share your achievement with the world. How? Here are 

the two best options: 

 

https://www.easypano.com/
https://ggnome.com/pano2vr/


Upload it to your photography website If you have an online portfolio, it would only make sense 

that it shows the full range of your services. Luckily, Wix offers a free 360 Images app that will 

upload and display your 360° images in the easiest and most stunning way – all in a couple of 

intuitive clicks.  

 

Share it on your Facebook page Believe it or not, exactly one year ago on this day (June 9th, 

2016) Facebook launched the 360° photo sharing feature. Coincidence? We think not. To share your 

360° view of the world, all you need to do is upload the image to your Photos, just like you would 

do with any other image. Facebook automatically recognizes its “three-hundred-sixtiness” and will 

present it to your followers with the respective functionality. You can choose which frame your 

viewers will see first. By the way, 180 panoramas are treated the same way – Facebook will 

automatically make them navigable.  

Since posting a 360° image became easier than easy, it would be a pity not to make the most of this 

engaging type of content on your business or personal page. If you haven’t had the chance to shoot 

spherical images for clients just yet, you can experiment by documenting a typical shooting day or a 

beautiful landscape and share it with your followers. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Google Maps 

Your listing appears right when people are searching for businesses like yours on Google Maps. We 

make it easy to create and update your listing—so you can stand out, and bring customers in. 

  

 

Google Search 

Impress your potential customers every time they discover you on Search. Google rewards their 

customers that keep their imagery fresh and relevant.  There is nothing better to do that with than a 

custom VR tour. 

 

Google Hotel Search 

Today's guests won't choose a hotel unless the imagery shown motivates them to do so. Our award 

winning photography helps optimize your presence with their organic search, generating bookings. 

 

https://www.wix.com/app-market/360-images/overview


 

Virtual Tour 

Today's demanding customers want to see your business before they arrive.  A strategically designed 

VR tour using Google Street View technology is one of the fastest and most affordable ways to 

show off your services and the ambiance of your business.  Give them what they want. 

 

 

Point of Interest Photographs 

Our photographers along with the creative team have one goal in mind; to create dramatic, engaging, 

results oriented images that captivate and move potential customers and convert them to new clients. 

Tech Support | Delivery 

Once your tour is published on the Google ecosystem, our white-glove service continues with email 

and phone delivery of your Google Street View tour.  Our customer service team will send you the 

link to your tour, HTML embed script along with step-by-step instructions on how to maximize your 

tour's visibility on the web and Facebook. 

 

 

Our Solutions 
Comprehensive photographic and Virtual Reality solutions to boost your digital marketing. 

Virtual tours and 360 degree photos are an essential part of today's business marketing. Every day 

they convince website visitors to become real customers - to reserve a table, to book a hotel, drive to 

a showroom or visit a shop etc.  

We provide a wide range of innovative photographic solutions for use across digital platforms from 

websites to social media channels 

Our photographic solutions are used by clients to promote and showcase space in a variety of ways: 

 Use virtual tours to attract customers to real locations 
 Promote spaces and locations across websites and digital collateral 
 Post engaging and interactive material to social media channels to increase engagement 
 Increase visual marketing materials with stunning digital assets for content marketing across 

Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter etc 



 Engage audiences with interactive photographs 
 Increase Google rankings by publishing unique content with positive social signals and dwell times. 

Our core photography solutions are listed below 

360 Photos for Facebook 

 

360 Photos for Google Maps & Street View 

 

360 Degree Photography 

 

Virtual tours 

 

3D Virtual Tour 
 

Still Photography 

 

Virtual tours 
Combine your 360 degree photos into a single Virtual Tour  

Virtual Tours combine a series of separate 360 degree photos into a single unified experience or 

"virtual tour". It's a completely bespoke digital experience which can be customised to suit your 

business and project objectives. 

A comprehensive range of options are available such as: 

 Walk through navigation 
 Floor plans and maps 
 Interactive hotspots 
 Company branding 
 Information panels 
 Customised themes 
 Engagement tracking 
 Social media integration 

  

 Solutions 
 Our Solutions 
 360 Degree Photography 
 Virtual tours 
 360 Photos for Facebook 

https://www.the360co.com/solutions/360-photos-for-facebook/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/360-photos-for-facebook/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/google-360-streetview-photographer/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/google-360-streetview-photographer/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/360-degree-photography/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/360-degree-photography/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/virtual-tours/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/virtual-tours/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/other-photography/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/other-photography/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/360-degree-photography/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/our-solutions/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/360-degree-photography/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/virtual-tours/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/360-photos-for-facebook/


 360 Photos for Google Maps & Street View 
 Still Photography 

Virtual Tour & 360 Photo Features 

A wide range of features to enhance your Virtual Tour 

Bespoke Tours 

Custom Virtual Tours unique to your business requirements, location and audience.  

Interactive and informative 

Engage audiences with interactive hotspots and serve video, audio, images or text.  

Brand consistency 

We’re experienced designers. We’ll ensure your Virtual Tour aligns with your brand guidelines to create a 

seamless marketing experience.  

Built for Social 

Integrate social media icons allow your audience to embed, share, like and tweet for greater social media 

reach  

Mobile Friendly 

Ensures your audience can experience your Virtual Tour and 360 Photos on mobile devices such from 

iPhones, Laptops and Tablets  

Platform Neutral 

Plays on multiple platforms on all modern browsers running Apple iOS and OSX, Windows and Google 

Android etc.  

Virtual Reality Ready 

Available for Google Cardboard and VR headsets such as Facebook Oculus Rift etc  

Flexible & Portable 

Embed on digital media such as web sites, social media channels,  

Enhances Search Results 

Works with Google Street View and Google business listings to enhance your business listing across Google 

Search  

User Experience 

Consistent, clear navigation, usability ensures the best user experience for your audience  

Measurable 

Works with Google Analytics to provide accurate overviews of Tour Views and conversions  

Optimised 

Intelligent streaming ensures your audience will experience the best quality for their network speed. 

https://www.the360co.com/solutions/google-360-streetview-photographer/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/other-photography/


360 Photos for Facebook 
Post and share your 360 degree photo from your Facebook page 

Facebook have launched their 360 Photo project which means you can now easily share 360 

photos on Facebook. For new and existing clients, this means all our 360 degree photographs are 

fully Facebook compatible. 

We're proud to be part of Google's Street View programme of TRUSTED photographers. This 

means we meet and exceed Google's photography requirements in the following areas: 

 image quality 
 connectivity 
 appropriateness 

As 'Trusted' Street View photographer's we can add your 360 business photo directly to Google 

Maps and Google's search results. 

Boost your business visibility today by booking your Virtual Tour. 

What we do 
Converting virtual tour audiences into real customers through interactive photography 

Virtual tours and 360 degree photographs are an essential part of digital marketing. 

Every day they convince website users to become real customers - to book a table, to stay in a hotel, 

to drive to your showroom or visit your shop etc 

Through a range of innovative solutions, we helping businesses showcase and promote their space to 

 attract attention 
 engage users 
 convert users into real visits and real customers 

At the heart of everything we do is an unrivalled customer service ethos shared by a highly skilled 

team of design, photography and marketing professionals. 

Our skill is in showcasing luxury spaces that connect with web users. Each project is designed to be 

highly functional and at the same time beautiful and wholly bespoke.  

Our difference 
We are different. Here's just a few reasons to choose us... 

Specialist equipment 

We use the finest optics available to produce our 360 degree photographs and have a custom-

builtlens to capture locations in 360 degree cylindrical and 360x360 spherical views. 

https://www.the360co.com/contact/contact/
https://www.the360co.com/solutions/


High quality 

Our 360 degree photography and Virtual Tours are high quality, yet to quick to download. Why try 

to showcase an interior with poor quality photographs which some of our competitors use? 

Flexibility 

We have a wide range of approaches to 360 degree photography and Virtual Tours including 'One-

Shot' technology and 'Stitched' photography and are experts in our fields to the benefit of our clients. 

Trusted technology 

The viewing technology we endorse is built on some of the finest multimedia technology 

availabletoday including Flash, Java and Apples Quick Time technology. 

Usability 

We take special care to ensure that our Virtual Tour interfaces are user-friendly and that the 

embedded photographs recieve individual attention to ensure high quality, crystal clear imagery. 

Options 

We have a wide range of publishing options for Web and CD-Rom and are partnering with some of 

the finest best-of breed, related companies today to offer our clients the best solutions and product 

offerings. 

Professional 

Derek, our principal photographer has been a professional photographer for over 5 years and has 

worked on a wide range of photo assignments from Travel & Documentary photo shoots to 

Corporate Portraiture and commercial work and works as an official photography consultant 

for Fingal County Council. 

Fun! 

But most of all, we love what we do and have an active interest in pursuing and promoting 360 

degree photography as both a personal hobby and a practical business & marketing tool for key 

industries. 

  

If we can answer any of your questions, please don't hesitate to contact us for a free consultation. 

 

https://www.the360co.com/more/contact/
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